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 Home Workspace ‐ Run models in Jupyter Notebooks on your own data and code Yes No Notebooks Any notebook Feedback
From Previous Students & Alumni Users I would recommend [to others to start with] [name of course]. I am already starting a
new course using Jupyter notebooks (added: references, code, and multiple outputs for one dataset) and I think this is a much

easier way to learn than lectures. Also it is easier to go back and revise than [putting in time] to get grades. -Stardust40
-Salagadare The course is great for anyone who wants to learn R & Jupyter Notebooks, although I prefer using the Python

course. It has a lot of content and the pace was really good. [for] an introductory course. -S-Jahoda The course is fantastic. I am
building an experiment on a dataset and am using Jupyter notebook as the environment in which to run it. I am very excited to
start this course. -SandraCarl I wanted to note that the course was very easy to follow and I really enjoyed the combination of

lectures and the Jupyter Notebooks environment. -CNAonThero An excellent introduction to data science and R.
-JungKyoungChang The course teaches you a powerful R language to use R and Jupyter notebooks to perform different tasks.

All the videos are so nicely recorded and they are on-demand available. -Mali The lectures are very informative and the lab
assignments are very challenging. I like to work with Jupyter notebooks with R and Python. I also like the assignments that

require creating your own data for the purpose of the assignment. I like to prepare the data before I begin with the lab. I like the
way that you are taught how to use R and Jupyter in one single step. I really like the labs. I would recommend this to anyone
who wants to understand how to start Data Science with R and Jupyter. -pulsar.paul The course is a good introduction to data

science with R and Jupyter notebooks. I really like the "One stop shop" lab assignments. My learning was accelerated because I
received help from the course instructor when I didn't understand some concept. -JeongYeaHong The course is excellent. I
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